ANAEROBIC EXERCISE – INDUCED CHANGES IN SERUM MINERAL CONCENTRATIONS.
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Anaerobic exercise, a non O2 – dependent energy metabolism leads to transient metabolic changes, which are corrected gradually by homeostatic mechanism. We investigated in eight male subjects, the effects of anaerobic exercise after a day sedentary activity on serum mineral concentration. There was significant variation in the concentration of serum potassium (F= 4.99, P<0.00) and zinc (F=22.48, P<0.05) on sedentary day. On the other hand, serum magnesium, and calcium were unchanged. Anaerobic exercise induced a significant increase in the serum concentrations of calcium (2.11±0.13 vs2.39 ± 0.12 mmol/L, P<0.05), potassium (4.0± 0.4vs 5.3 ± 0.3 mmol/L,P<0.05), and zinc (12.01± 1.48vs 15.96 ± 1.60 umol/L,P<0.05). Twelve hours later, magnesium (0.88± 0.05,mmol/L,P<0.05} concentration remained high, potassium and calcium concentrations normalized, while zinc concentration decreased below the pre-exercise value(9.56± 0.81 umol/L,P<0.05). Urinary magnesium (4.68± 1.27vs2.60± 0.66 umol/min,P<0.05)and zinc(13.71± 3.77 vs8.58 ± 2.28 nmol/min, p<0.05) increased, while calcium (2.40±1.14vs 2.33±1.10 µµmol/min, NS), potassium (20.26 ±7.03 vs 24.26 ±4.82 µµmol/min, NS) and the urinary output (0.93±0.38 vs 0.78±0.26ml/min, NS) did not change significantly on the day of exercise compared to the sedentary day. The result presented show clearly that mineral concentration vary greatly within given periods of time and more so after anaerobic exercise.
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INTRODUCTION
Several reports have shown that duration and/ or intensity of exercise elicit different effects on minerals metabolism and that inadequate status of the body mineral composition can lead to a diminution of performance and endurance both in sportsmen and rats (McDonald and Keen, 1988; Rassiguier et al, 1990; Clardson, 1991). Magnesium flux from the erythrocyte to the extracellular fluid was reports (Lijnen et al, 1988). Other workers observed higher muscular magnesium levels after training, suggesting a shift in magnesium from plasma, erythrocyte and even bone to the muscle (Brilla et al, 1989; Cordova et al, 1992). Some other studies have however shown that maintained exercise leads to a diminution of magnesium in soft tissues that is not noticeable in serum, probably provoked by an increase in renal excretion (Navas and Corodova, 1996).

It thus seem that shift of magnesium provoked by exercise can produce a loss of intracellular magnesium, which could impair physical performance (Brautbar and Carpentar, 1984).

Exercise induces a loss of intracellular potassium and increases the extracellular potassium (Vollestad et, al 1994; Verburg et al, 1999), with the changes in intra or extracellular potassium concentration likely to influence force development (Sjogaard, 1990; Fitts and Balog, 1996; Caims et al, 1997). Calcium loss was also reported during strenuous exercise (Chu et al, 1979).

Consistent elevations in blood Zn concentration after strenuous exercise, followed by decreases in blood Zn within 30 min or longer of strenuous exercise was reported (Aderson et al, 1995; Ohno et al, 1985; Bordin et al, 1993).

We describe for the first time, the time-course of mineral concentration in subjects engaged in high-intensity exercise and relative inactivity, with a view of understanding further mineral homeostasis.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Eight male healthy subjects aged (mean ± SD) 22.9± 3.6 years and BMI of 23.3±3.6 kg/m2 participated in this study. They gave their informed consent and the committee on human research of the National institute of Health and Nutrition approved this protocol.

Subject came in the evening before 18.30 hrs, and at 18.30 hrs emptied the bladder. First 24hr
urine was collected at timed-intervals from 21:00hrs, while the subjects were sedentary, with little or no activity. Another set of 24hrs urine collection began at 21:00hrs of day 2, and ended on the evening of day 3.

On day 3, the subjects exercised on bicycle ergometer for 3 minutes just before 9:00hrs in fasted condition. The work rate was adjusted as much as possible to ensure 3 minute sustained exercise. At least a pedal frequency of 90 rev/min was maintained and heart rate measured continuously.

The subject maintained the same dietary pattern for the three days and the diet formulated to give 60% carbohydrate, 26%, fats, and 14% protein. They had their supper at 18.30 hrs on the three days, lunch at 12.30 and 13.00hrs on day 2 and 3 respectively and breakfast at 8.30 hrs on day 2. On day 3, the subjects had their exercise in fasted condition.

Two fasting blood samples at 6:00 and 8:30 hrs were collected on day 2. Other samples were collected at 12:30, 15:30, 16:30 and 21:00hrs. On day 3, fasting samples were collected at 6:00 and 8:15hrs. Blood samples were also collected immediately after exercise at 9:00 and at the following time, 9:15, 10:00, 13:00, 17:00 and 21:00 hrs. Blood lactate from fingers tip was monitored as an indicator of anaerobic exercise.

All the samples were referred to commercial laboratory for analysis. Atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Varian AA5 spectrophotometer) was used for the analysis of serum and urine magnesium, calcium, zinc, and potassium concentrations. Urine flow per minute was calculated from the urine volume and time for each collection. Data were analyzed using SPSS, sigmaplo and Microsoft excels statistics packages.

RESULT
There were circadian in the urine excretion of Mg Zn, and Ca, whereas no statistical significance was obtained for K (Fig 1). Excretion of Mg, Zn, and Ca were higher in the daytime. Exercise led to increase in urinary excretion of Mg, Ca, and Zn, whereas K excretion decreases (Fig 2). However, while the excretion of Mg and Zn were higher on exercise day than on sedentary day, Ca and K excretion were similar (Fig 2.) Twelve hours after exercise, the urinary excretion of the minerals (Zn, Ca and K), except Mg were normalized to that obtained on the sedentary day.

Fig 1. Urine mineral excretion on sedentary and exercise days in eight male subjects; *P<0.05 between sedentary and exercise days.
Fig 2. Urine mineral excretion over a period of time on sedentary and exercise days. In eight male subjects. *P<0.05 between sedentary and exercise days.

There was variability in the serum concentrations of Zn and K on sedentary day, whereas serum Mg and Ca were unchanged (Fig 3.). Serum Zn increased from 13.2±1.7 to 16.0±1.6 and 15.5±2.0 umol/L; P<0.05 immediately and 15 minutes after exercise. Serum Ca immediately
after exercise increased from 2.1±0.1 to 2.4±0.1 mmol/L, P<0.05. Serum K increased as well from 4.0±0.4 to 5.3±0.3 mmol/L, P<0.05, but within 15 minutes decreased to a value of 3.7±0.2 mmol/L, P<0.05. Serum Mg increased and peaked after one hour post-exercise (0.80±0.16 vs 0.94±0.08 mmol/L, P<0.05).

Twelve hours later, Ca and K concentrations normalized to the value obtained on sedentary day (2.1±0.1 vs 2.0±0.1, and 3.8±0.2 vs 3.6±0.3 mmol/L), serum Mg remained high (0.88±0.05 vs 0.79±0.04, P<0.05), while Zn concentration was much lower (9.6±0.8 vs. 10.9±1.7 umol/L, P<0.05). There were positive correlations between urinary excretion of magnesium and calcium (r=0.96, P<0.05), magnesium and zinc (r=0.87, P<0.05) and calcium and zinc (r=0.86, P<0.05) on exercise day.

DISCUSSION.
In this study the homeostasis of each of the minerals studied were of similar pattern on sedentary and exercise days. Though subjects were restricted within the premises of the research institute and relaxed as much as possible, we cannot preclude the possibilities of increase in mental and body activities on sedentary day, which may have affected mineral metabolism (Nishimuta et al, 1988). Apart from the 3-minute anaerobic exercise on exercise day, the activities of the subjects were not different from that on sedentary day. Therefore, we could attribute any difference in mineral homeostasis to exercise related effects.

There was variability in the urinary excretion of the minerals on sedentary and exercise days, but the tendency was for a greater excretion in the daytime. However, exercise induced a significant increase in urinary excretion of Zn and Mg, a decrease of K and no significant effect on urinary excretion Ca. Interestingly, the excretion of the minerals normalized except Mg, which remained high 12 hours after exercise. On a 24 hr bases, Mg and Zn excretion were increased, while Ca and K did not change significantly on exercised day compared with sedentary day. This finding is similar to previous reports (Anderson et al, 1995; Navas and Cordova, 1996), except that the reports focused only on 24hr excretion.

Previously, magnesium flux from the erythrocyte to the extracellular fluid was reported (Lijnen et al, 1998). However, some other studies did show that maintained exercise leads to diminution of magnesium in soft tissues that is not noticeable in serum, despite an increase in renal excretion (Navas and Cordova, 1996). In this study, not only was urinary excretion of magnesium increased, serum magnesium concentration increased as well and remained so 12 hrs after exercise. It thus seems that a shift of magnesium provoked by exercise, can produce a loss of intracellular magnesium (Brautbar and Capenter, 1984).

Exercise has also been shown to induce a loss of intracellular potassium and increases the extracellular potassium because of an efflux from the muscles (Vollestad et al, 1994; Verbug et al, 1999). However, reuptake by muscle then returns the concentration to normal after exercise (Vollestad et al, 1994). In this study serum K was not increased beyond the very first few minutes, as reported previously (Verburg et al, 1999), rather it decreased despite the decrease in plasma volume. In addition, exercises did not elicit significant increase in the urinary excretion of K rather the tendency was for a decrease following exercise.

Our finding is consistent with that of others, who reported in blood Zn concentration after strenuous exercise, followed by decreases in blood Zn within 30 min or longer (Ohno et al, 1985; Bordin et al, 1993; Anderson et al, 1995). In fact serum zinc concentration remained low 12 hours after exercise. It has been suggested that the initial increases in Zn is likely to be due to a combination of mobilization of Zn in response to the stress of acute exercise and the leakage of muscle fibres (Ohno et a, 1985). The subsequent decline in blood Zn following exercise is probably due to a sequestration of Zn in the liver and other tissues in response to the stress of exercise (Anderson et al, 1995). However, while other workers reported only a small change in 24 hr urinary Zn following acute exercise (Anderson et al, 1995), our finding is the opposite. Despite the short duration of the exercise, it is very obvious that urinary excretion of zinc increased as a result of the exercise.

A lot of conditions are known to increase urinary calcium excretion in humans (Lemann et al, 1986) (Grinspoon et al, 1995; Ashizawa et al, 1997). Increase in filtered load of calcium, a decrease in fractional renal reabsorption of calcium or a combination of the two are factor that lead to increase in urinary excretion of calcium (Ashizawa et al, 1997). Interestingly, in this study, though calcium excretion was increased following exercise, it was not significantly different from the excretion on sedentary day.

Other unknown factors apart from exercise could therefore have played a very significant role, especially when it was obvious that a similar increase in excretion was obtained without exercise. Furthermore, except for the slight increase in serum calcium within fifteen minutes after exercise, the concentrations were not
different from that of the previous day. This indeed supports the fact that serum levels of calcium are under strict homeostatic control and remain within narrow limits (Arnaud and Sanchez, 1990).

In conclusion, there are tendencies for some minerals either to increase or to decrease after exercise without any statistically significant differences related to basal conditions (Cordova et al., 1990). In this study, the changes in most of the minerals on the exercise day could be attributed to hemocoagulation provoked by exercise as a consequence of a decrease in plasma volume or the flux from muscle (Cordova et al., 1990) or erythrocyte (Lijnen et al., 1988; Cordova et al., 1992) to serum. However, it is obvious that other homeostatic mechanisms are involved in the regulation of serum Mg and Zn, as the concentrations remained increased and decreased instead of normalizing as were the case for other minerals.
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